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Reparametrizing the loop entropy weights: Effect on DNA melting curves

Ralf Blossey and Enrico Carlon
Interdisciplinary Research Institute, c/o IEMN, Cite´ Scientifique, Boıˆte Postale 69, F-59652 Villeneuve d’Ascq, France

~Received 15 July 2003; published 24 December 2003!

Recent advances in the understanding of the melting behavior of double-stranded DNA with statistical
mechanics methods lead to improved estimates of the weight factors for the dissociation events of the chains,
in particular for interior loop melting. So far, in the modeling of DNA melting, the entropy of denaturated loops
has been estimated from the number of configurations of a closed self-avoiding walk. It is well understood now
that a loop embedded in a chain is characterized by a loop closure exponentc which is higher than that of an
isolated loop. Here we report an analysis of DNA melting curves for sequences of a broad range of lengths
~from 10 to 106 base pairs! calculated with a program based on the algorithms underlyingMELTSIM. Using the
embedded loop exponent we find that the cooperativity parameter is one order of magnitude bigger than current
estimates. We argue that in the melting region the double helix persistence length is greatly reduced compared
to its room temperature value, so that the use of the embedded loop closure exponent for real DNA sequences
is justified.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.68.061911 PACS number~s!: 87.14.Gg, 87.15.He, 05.70.Fh, 64.10.1h
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I. INTRODUCTION

A standard method to unbind the two strands of a doub
stranded DNA~dsDNA! in solution is that of increasing th
temperature of the system. This process, known as D
thermal denaturation or DNA melting, has been studied si
the 1960s as it provides important information about the
teraction between base pairs, the stability of the double he
the effect of the solvent and of the salt concentration~for a
review see Ref.@1#!.

Several techniques are currently available for the inve
gation of DNA thermal denaturation such as UV absorpti
differential scanning calorimetry, circular dichroism, nucle
magnetic resonance, fluorescence emission, and temper
gradient gel electrophoresis@2#. Perhaps the most establishe
of these is the UV absorption method which consists in ir
diating the sample with UV light at 270 nm, a waveleng
which is preferentially absorbed by single-stranded DN
~ssDNA!. The total fraction of absorbed lightÃ is therefore
simply proportional to the fraction of dissociated base pa
of the sequence and provides a direct measurement o
order parameter of the problem. In experimental stud
rather than analyzing directlyÃ, it is customary to conside
its temperature derivative: the plot ofdÃ/dT vs T is known
as the differential melting curve@1#, but we will simply refer
to it, in the rest of the paper, as the melting curve.

Melting curves can show a single or several peaks~typical
examples, as observed in experiments, are shown in Fig!
whose positions and heights depend on the sequence le
and composition as well as on external parameters as the
concentration. For very short sequences, i.e., of about2

2103 base pairs~bp’s!, the melting curve shows a singl
peak indicating a sudden unbinding of the two strands@see
Fig. 1~a!#. The peak is rounded by finite size effects and th
can become quite broad for very short chains. Somew
longer sequences ('1032104 bp’s! are instead characterize
by several peaks of typical width of about 0.5 °C or less@Fig.
1~b!#. These peaks are the signatures of sharp transition
cooperatively melting regions, for instance, inner loop op
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ings or the unbinding of double-stranded regions at the ed
of the chain. Finally, in very long chains ('106 bp’s! there is
again only a single broad peak covering about 15220 °C,
which is actually the superposition of many distinct pea
associated with the denaturation of single domains@Fig.
1~c!#. These single peaks cannot be resolved anymore
such long sequences and the melting curve becomes a
rather featureless.

The computational prediction of DNA melting curves is
basic bioinformatics task which is needed for a large vari
of applications such as primer design, DNA control duri
PCR, or mutation analysis@3#. Also the denaturation behav
ior of DNA sequences of genomic size is of interest for stu
ies of sequence complexity and evolution and for gene id
tification and mutation@4–7#. Consequently, specialize
tools, such asMELTSIM @8#, were developed for this purpose

The first attempts to model the DNA denaturation da
back from the 1960s~for a recent review see Ref.@9#!. The
simplest model employed for this purpose was the o
dimensional~1D! Ising model where the two spin statessi
50,1 represent the open (si50) or closed (si51) configu-
ration for complementary base pairs@10,11#. This model ob-
viously does not provide a real thermodynamical phase tr
sition but only a smooth crossover between the clo
~dsDNA! and open~ssDNA! regimes. The inclusion of an
entropic term, which takes into account the number of p
sible configura-

FIG. 1. Schematic view of possible differential melting curv
observed for ~a! short ('102 bp’s!, ~b! intermediate
('1032104 bp’s!, and~c! long (.106 bp’s! DNA sequences.
©2003 The American Physical Society11-1
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tions of the denaturated loops, induces an effective lo
range interaction in the system and thus a genuine ph
transition may occur, as shown long ago by Poland a
Sheraga@12#.

On rather short DNA sequences (;102 bp’s! the loop en-
tropy contribution is not very important as loops are rare a
short and the DNA denaturates mainly through unbind
from the edges. A description based on the 1D Ising mo
with appropriate experimentally determined energy para
eters is therefore sufficient~see, e.g., Ref.@13#!. A calcula-
tion aimed at reproducing experimental melting curves w
several peaks of different heights and widths@as that shown
in Fig. 1~b!#, however, needs, besides accurate energy par
eters, also a good estimate of the entropy of the denatur
loops.

A broadly known method to calculate DNA meltin
curves for a given input sequence is the Poland algori
@14# in which the probability for each base pair to be in
open or closed state can be calculated from a set of recu
relations. The entropy of the denaturated loops is given
counting the number of configurations for a closed se
avoiding walk @15#. This approach overestimates the actu
entropy as it does not take into account that the numbe
configurations available to the loop is limited by the prese
of the rest of the chain. Recent advances in the statis
mechanics of polymers provided new insight on how to c
culate entropies for loops which are embedded in cha
@16,17#.

The aim of this paper is to discuss whether DNA therm
denaturation experiments are able to fix unequivocally
form of the parameters involved in the entropy of denat
ated loops. We analyze the effect of the improved loop
tropy estimate on the melting curves for DNA sequences
various lengths~up to 53106 base pairs! and compositions.
We show that the modification of the entropic paramet
associated with the loops may have quite a strong effec
the melting curves, especially for sequences of intermed
lengths where several peaks are present@as in the example o
Fig. 1~b!#. We also discuss how the effects described h
can be best measured experimentally.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we revie
some recent results on the entropy of loops embedded
chain. In Sec. III we present some melting curves for
quences of various lengths and investigate the effect o
modification of the parameters associated with the loop
tropy on these curves. In Sec. IV we discuss how the dou
helix rigidity could influence the results for the entrop
while Sec. V concludes the paper.

II. ENTROPY OF A LOOP EMBEDDED IN A CHAIN

In the Poland algorithm the partition function of a loop
total lengthl is given by the number of configurations of
self-avoiding walk returning for the first time to the orig
@15# after l steps@Fig. 2~a!#, which in the limitl→` assumes
the following form @18#:

Ll;s
m l

l c
, ~1!
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wherem is a nonuniversal geometric factor, whilec, the so
called loop closure exponent, is a universal quantity. In E
~1! we also included a prefactors, which only makes sense
when comparing the loop partition function with that of
double-stranded helix, and measure the absolute probab
of interrupting a double helix to open a loop. This quantity
known as thecooperativity parameter.

A small value of s suppresses loop formation so th
loops proliferate only at temperatures very close to the m
ing point and are typically large in order to minimize th
effect of a smalls. The transition becomes highly cooper
tive, in the sense that large portions of the chain will tend
unbind simultaneously. On the contrary, for as'1, there is
no extra big penalty for loop openings and many small loo
may form already well below the melting point. The trans
tion is less cooperative, and peaks in the melting curves
pear more rounded off.

For self-avoiding walks embedded in a three-dimensio
space the exponentc has been estimated numerically to b
c'1.75 @18#. Other loop parameters have to be fixed
fitting to the available experimental data. In particular, a
of effort has been devoted to the measurement of the co
erativity parameters. Its most accurate determination wa
performed by Blake and Delcourt@19# who analyzed the
melting of several tandemly repeated inserts on a lineari
plasmid DNA and found that the values51.2631025 fits
best the experimental melting curves. This value is consis
with previous estimates@1,20–22#.

Recent developments in the field of polymer physics
low us to calculate the total number of configurations fo
loop embedded in a chain, as for those shown in Fig. 2~b!.
Analytical estimates, relying on the general theory of po
mer networks@23#, indicate that the form given in Eq.~1! is
still valid, however with a higher value for the exponentc
@16#. The reason for the higher value ofc is the lower num-
ber of configurations available for the loop due to the pr
ence of the rest of the chain, compared to the numbe
configurations available for an isolated loop. Monte Ca
simulations on suitable three-dimensional lattice mod
yield c'2.15 @17,24#, a value which is also in agreemen
with analytical estimates, which place this exponent in
range 2.10&c&2.20 @16#. It is also well known@12,15# that
increasing the value ofc has an effect of sharpening th
transition. A valuec.2 implies a first-order transition in the
case that the energy difference between different base pa
neglected@12,15#; first-order melting was indeed found nu
merically @25#.

It is clear that acceptingc52.15 as the most appropriat
estimate of the loop exponent entering in the partition fu
tion ~1! implies that the existing estimate of the cooperativ

FIG. 2. The total number of configuration for a self-avoidin
loop is given by Eq.~1! with c'1.75 for an isolated loop~a! and
c'2.15 for a loop embedded in a chain~b!.
1-2
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REPARAMETRIZING THE LOOP ENTROPY WEIGHTS: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 061911 ~2003!
parameters has to be revisited as its experimental determ
nations relied on the choicec51.75. The aim of this paper i
to investigate this issue in detail. To this purpose we anal
the melting curves for DNA sequences of a wide range
lengths up to the full genome of theE. coli which amounts to
53106 bp’s.

III. CALCULATION OF MELTING CURVES

The calculations of DNA melting curves are obtain
from our own C version of theMELTSIM package~for details
concerning this program, see Ref.@8#!, which is a program
based on the Poland recursive algorithm for the calcula
of the probabilitiesA( i ) that thei th base pair is in an ope
state. The program uses the Fixman-Friere@26# method,
which consists of approximating the loop partition functi
of Eq. ~1! as a sum ofI exponentials:

Ll's(
k51

I

ake
2bkl , ~2!

whereak andbk are fitting coefficients. As for a sequence
total length N the longest possible loop corresponds tol
52N, the fitting is done in a limited interval of lengths
Therefore, the shorter the sequence, the smaller is the n
ber of coefficientI necessary to obtain a very good fit of E
~1! for the relevant loop lengths for the problem. Typically
sum with I'10 coefficients is sufficient for our needs. Th
advantage of the exponential approximation is that it redu
the computational time for a sequence ofN base pairs from
O(N2) to O(NI) without any significant loss in accurac
@26#.

For various temperatures we calculatedA( i ), the prob-
ability that thei th base pair is in an open state. From nume
cal differentiation of the average

A5
1

N (
i 51

N

A~ i ! ~3!

for a sequence ofN base pairs, we obtained the meltin
curvesdA/dT vs T.

TABLE I. Domains from pN/MCSx from Ref. @19# considered
here as insertions into purely CG domains.

Sequence~x! Length ~N! Composition

1 155 @ACTCGGACGA#15ACTCG
2 305 @ACTCGGACGA#30ACTCG
5 335 @ACTCGGACGA#33ACTCG

10 500 @AAGTTGAACAAAT #38AAGTTG
11 747 @AAGTTGAACAAAT #57AAGTTG
12 214 @AAGTTGAACAAAT #16AAGTTG
13 245 @AAGTTGAACAAAAT #17AAGTTGA
14 203 @AAGTTGAACAAAAT #14AAGTTGA
3 135 @AAGTTGAACAT #13AAGTTG
6 330 @AAGTTGAACAAT #27AAGTTG

15 292 @AGTGACAT#36AGTG
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In this work we have chosen the ten stacking energy
rameters given in Ref.@8#. Another parameter that needs
be specified in the calculation is the concentration of
monovalent salt in solution, which in our calculation vari
between 0.05M and 0.1M .

A. Melting of short sequences

We first analyzed a series of existing experimental d
@19# for short sequences consisting of oligomeric repeat p
terns shown in Table I. These sequences were inserted
linearized recombinant pN/MCSx plasmid (x abbreviates a
specific sequence!. The insertions are AT rich and melt a
lower temperatures than the rest of the plasmid chain, wh
plays the role of an energetic barrier to prevent further m
ing. The insertions were placed at one end and in the mid
of the linearized plasmid, thus their melting occurs throu
end or loop openings, respectively~see Fig. 3!.

The experimental results, tabulated in Ref.@19#, are re-
analyzed here using the exponentc52.15, appropriate for a
loop inserted in a chain. To induce both loop and end op
ings we embedded the sequences of Table I in the middle
at one end of a pure CGCGCG chain. Due to the hig
stability of the CG domains, their melting will occur at muc
higher temperatures than those of the inserted sequence

Figure 4 shows a plot of the differential melting curv
for the sequence 11 of Table I, embedded in the middle o

FIG. 3. Schematic view of the melting of the AT-rich ins
~shaded! in the case of~a! edge insertion and~b! inner insertion as
performed in Ref.@19#. The difference in the melting temperature
for the two casesDTM5TM

loop2TM
end allows us to estimate the coop

erativity parameter.

FIG. 4. Calculated melting curves for the sequence 11 inse
in the middle of a long CGCG . . . matrix, for 0.075M of monova-
lent salt concentration and three choices ofc ands.
1-3
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R. BLOSSEY AND E. CARLON PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 061911 ~2003!
CG matrix, as calculated by our program. We first fix
s51.2631025, the value reported in Ref.@19#. The change
of c from 1.75 to 2.15 causes a shift of the position of t
melting curves peak of about 0.2 °C and a slight increas
height ~the peak position defines the loop melting tempe
tureTM

loop). By choosingc52.15,s51.7531024 one recov-
ers a melting curve which almost perfectly overlaps
original one obtained withc51.75, s51.2531025 ~solid
and dashed lines of Fig. 4!. This curve fits well the experi-
mental data~see Ref.@19#!, thus we conclude that for th
choicec52.15 ands51.7531024 yields a melting curve
consistent with the experimental values.

In order to provide an estimate ofs from several inde-
pendent measurements we reanalyzed the procedure
lowed in Ref.@19#. Figure 5 shows experimental data~empty
circles! for the temperature difference of the sequences
Table I, DTM[TM

loop2TM
end, plotted as functions of the in

verse domain length 1/N ~data taken from Table I of Ref
@19#!. HereTM

loop andTM
end denote the location of the maxim

of dA/dT for sequences inserted in the interior and at the
of the plasmid chain. The dashed line shows the calcula
DTM in the case ofc51.75, s51.2631025, where the lat-
ter value was determined using a regression analysis to fi
experimental data. We have repeated this procedure here
ing c52.15 for which we find an equally good fit of the da
with the choices51.2531024. Given the precision of the
experimental data which we could not assess or analyze
ther, we find that our calculated curve matches the data v
well. Deviations between both theoretical curves clearly
pear for shorter chains~loops! where the application of the
asymptotic form of the loop partition function of Eq.~1! may
not be appropriate.

B. Melting of sequences of intermediate length

We next consider the melting of two sequences of int
mediate length. We used two protein-coding cancer-rela

FIG. 5. Plot ofDTM as a function of the inverse domain siz
Empty circles are experimental data taken from Ref.@19# ~Table I!
dashed and dotted lines refer to two choices ofc ands.
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genes, eIF-4G~2900 bp’s! and LAMC1 ~7900 bp’s!, selected
from a series of other sequences analyzed for their predo
nant loop melting effects.

Figure 6~a! shows the melting curves for three differe
values of c and s for a fragment of DNA of eIF-4G as
calculated from our program. Four major distinct peaks,
beled from 1 to 4 are visible. Thedenaturation maps, i.e.,
plots of 12A( i ) as a function ofi, the base position along
the chain, which are shown in Fig. 6~b!, provide further in-
sight on the type of transitions associated with each peak.
recall that 12A( i ) is the average probability that thei th
base pair is in a closed state. The six plots of Fig. 6~b!,
labeled asa, b, . . . ,f, correspond to the six temperature
marked by the vertical arrows in Fig. 6~a!.

Comparing the configurations at the temperatures just
low and above the peak 3 (g andd) we note that this peak
corresponds to the opening of a big loop extending roug
from base pair 1300 to 2300. The melting curves were c
culated for three different sets of parameters, starting fr

FIG. 6. ~a! Melting curves for the sequence eIF-4G for thr
choices ofc ands and 0.05M of monovalent salt.~b! Denaturation
maps forc52.15, s51.2631025 calculated at the six differen
temperatures~labeled bya, b, . . . ) indicated by vertical arrows in
~a!.
1-4
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REPARAMETRIZING THE LOOP ENTROPY WEIGHTS: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 061911 ~2003!
the standard choicec51.75, the value associated with is
lated loops, together withs51.2631025, which is the most
recent estimate for the cooperativity parameter@19#. While
keepings fixed we first consider the exponent for a loo
embedded in the chainc52.15. For such a combination o
parameters the melting peaks 1 and 2 are shifted from t
positions, while peak 4 vanishes in the signal backgrou
The main influence of a change inc is on peak 3, which for
c52.15 becomes roughly twice as high (dA/dTumax'1.1
compared todA/dTumax'0.6 in the casec51.75). The rea-
son for this is that, as shown from the study of the dena
ation maps, the peak 3 corresponds to the opening of a
loop of about 1000 bp’s, thus any modification of the para
eters entering in the loop entropy will have a particula
strong effect on it. Increasingc, while keepings fixed makes
the transition sharper, as expected@12,15#.

The third melting curve we plotted is obtained again w
c52.15, but with a cooperativity parameter which is o
order of magnitude larger:s51.2631024. This curve over-
laps quite well with the original one. The region where t
first and third curves differ the most is around peaks 3 and
where the chain contains a 1000 bp’s long loop, and is sho
in the inset of Fig. 6~a!. Even in this region the difference
are not very big: e.g., the shift of the maximum for peak 3
DTmax'0.1°, while both peaks keep the same heights.

We repeated similar calculations for other sequence
the same range of lengths. Figure 7~a! shows the melting
curves for a fragment of LAMC1 about 7900 bp’s long, f
the same choice of parameters as in Fig. 6. Compared to
previous example there is a larger number of peaks, as
sequence is more than twice as long as the previous one
more subtransitions take place. The most relevant differe
between the melting curves calculated for different values
c ands is within the region around 81 °C, where a meltin
peak doubles its height going from the original choice oc
51.75 toc52.15, while keeping the cooperativity parame
fixed ats51.2631025. As in the eIF-4G sequence, whens
is rescaled by a factor 10 we obtain a melting curve runn
extremely close to the original one in the whole range
temperatures.

It is interesting to take a closer look at the average c
figurations around the peak atT580.5 °C. The inset of Fig.
7~b! shows a blow up of the denaturation mapsb andg in a
region around base pairsi 5350024000, where a loop open
ing occurs. While keepingc52.15 we plot in the inset the
maps both for s51.2631025 ~thin lines! and s
51.2631024 ~thick lines!. It is remarkable how little thick
and thin lines differ, compared to the big effect of a chan
of s in the differential melting curves of Fig. 7~a!. The ‘‘ro-
bustness’’ of the denaturation maps with respect to a cha
of the thermodynamic parameters has also been obse
recently by Yeramian@4#. The curves in the inset clearl
demonstrate the increase of cooperativity whens is de-
creased: Either loops are suppressed~caseb) or two neigh-
boring loops tend to merge~caseg) in order to minimize the
effect of a small value ofs. Although the peak at 83 °C
corresponds to the formation of a loop of about 2000 bp’s
can be seen from the denaturation mapsd and«, a change in
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the loop parametersc ands does not seem to modify muc
this peak, as the transition considered is not an opening
double helical segment, but rather a merging of two loo
with a corresponding enlargement. We conclude that lo
merging transitions are less affected by a change inc ands
as compared to a genuine loop opening.

We notice also that changing the loop parameters do
affect at all the small peak atT'89 °C, because this corre
sponds to a transition not involving inner loops, but rath
the melting of the region 0, i ,900 through opening from
the edges@seef in Fig. 7~b!#.

C. Melting of long sequences„E. Coli…

In order to further assess the validity of the previo
analysis we calculated melting curves for much longer DN

FIG. 7. ~a! Plot of the melting curves for the DNA sequence
LAMC1 for three choices of the parametersc ands. ~b! Denatur-
ation maps forc52.15, s51.2631024 at the six different tem-
peratures marked in~a! by the vertical arrows. Inset: Blowup of th
denaturation mapsb and g for c52.15, s51.2631024 ~thick
solid lines! andc52.15, s51.2631025 ~thin solid lines!.
1-5
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R. BLOSSEY AND E. CARLON PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 061911 ~2003!
sequences (;106 bp’s!. Longer sequences have the adva
tage that they develop loops of a broad range of len
scales, thus one may test the influence in a change of
parameters simultaneously for very short and very lo
loops. Unfortunately a limiting factor in this case is that,
pointed out in the Introduction, the melting curves are rat
featureless@as for Fig. 1~c!#.

Figure 8 shows the calculated melting curves for the
DNA of E. coli which is of about 4.63106 bp’s with a
known sequence~taken from Ref.@27#!. The curves are al-
most continuous, although some irregular structure is
visible, indicating that the discrete sharp peaks of the un
lying sequence have not been completely averaged out.
melting curves extend now over about 15 °C and hav
typical asymmetric shape, with a gentle growth in the lo
temperature region, and a steeper descent aboveTmax, the
temperature for whichdA/dT is maximal.

As before we calculate the melting curves for three d
ferent combinations of the parametersc and s. Again we
find that by changing the loop closure exponent fromc
51.75 toc52.15 while rescaling ofs by one order of mag-
nitude brings the curve back to the original one. The t
curves obtained in this way are perfectly overlapping.
change ofc only, while leavings51.263105 makes the
melting curve somewhat sharper as observed previously
shorter sequences. However, the increase of the peak h
is limited to about 10%, a rather small effect compared to
doubling of the height found for some peaks of Figs. 6 and

It is interesting to note that by changing the loop para
etersc and s the part of the melting curves forT&Tmax
apparently is not modified much as all three curves plotte
Fig. 8 run with good accuracy on top of each other, in t
temperature interval. It is only atT'Tmax and above that the
curves start separating, as shown in the inset. We also p
out that the comparison of experimental and calculated m
ing curves forE. coli of Ref. @8# show some differences in
the high temperature regionT*Tmax. These differences

FIG. 8. Melting curves for the whole DNA forE. coli
('4 500 000 bp’s!.
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could be due to some nonequilibrium effects, which a
known to be more severe for very long sequences@1#.

IV. EFFECT OF THE DOUBLE HELIX STIFFNESS

There has been some discussion recently about the in
ence of the stiffness of the double helix on the exponenc
@28,29#. In the very ideal limit of a loop attached to tw
infinitely rigid rods, the appropriate value of the loop exp
nent is the same as that of an isolated loopc51.75, as the
loop does not interact with the rest of the chain. The dsD
has a persistence length which is typically much larger th
that of the ssDNA (jds@jss), therefore it is legitimate to
question the applicability of the polymer network theo
@23#, from which a higher loop exponentc'2.1 was derived
@16#, to real DNA sequences.

A different persistence length between dsDNA and
DNA was incorporated in lattice Monte Carlo simulation
@17#. In these calculations the exponentc, estimated from an
analysis of the distributions of the loop lengths using realis
values forjds andjss, was found to be consistent with that o
the case in which the difference between persistence len
is neglected. However, these lattice models did not incor
rate a cooperativity parameter.

In Ref. @28# it was estimated that sequences up to 50
bp’s are still too short to show any interaction effects b
tween a loop with the rest of the chain, so that the appro
ate value of the loop exponent should be that of an isola
loop c'1.75. There is however still disagreement about t
conclusion@29#.

Here we would like to point out some effects which ha
been overlooked in the present literature. The main inte
in the exponentc is that of modeling the DNA melting
curves and the melting process typically takes place
around 80290 °C ~see Figs. 6–8!. Therefore, in order to
discuss the applicability of the higher loop exponentc'2.1
to real DNA sequence, it is the difference in persisten
length of dsDNA and ssDNA in this range of temperatur
which should be investigated. At room temperatures the p
sistence lengths arejds(T520 °C)'500 Å, while jss(T
520 °C)'40 Å corresponding to roughly 100 bp’s and
bp’s, respectively@30#. Both conformational fluctuations an
electrostatic interactions contribute to the persistence len
of dsDNA in solution@31#. In the limit of high salt concen-
trations electrostatic interactions are totally screened and
persistence length is expected to scale as a function of
temperature as in the classical wormlike chain model@32#,
i.e., j5k/T, with k temperature independent. This formu
implies a reduction of about 20% of the dsDNA persisten
length in the melting region compared to the room tempe
ture value. However, the assumption that the electrost
interactions are totally screened may not be fully justified
the range of salt concentrations used here (@Na#50.1M or
lower!. Thus 20% should be rather considered as an up
bound.

A more relevant effect for the reduction of the dsDN
persistence length is the proliferation of small denatura
bubbles within a dsDNA segment. Within the model cons
ered here the characteristic lengths close to melting, as
1-6
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loop and double helix segment lengths, scale as 1/s. As
pointed out before, a large cooperativity~small s), would
imply typically long loops and long double helical segmen
However, the conclusion that short~i.e., ;10 bp’s! loops
would be totaly suppressed due to the smalls is too simplis-
tic. Several studies showed that the nearest neighbor m
largely underestimates the opening probability for sm
loops~see the discussion in Ref.@1# and references therein!,
so it cannot be a quantitatively reliable tool at too sh
length scales. Such short loops are present in real D
samples.

We can demonstrate this effect explicitly by analyzing t
experimental melting curves recently obtained@33# in a
study of dsDNA bubble dynamics. This study was perform
on short sequences~of about 30 bp’s! containing an interna
AT region surrounded on both sides by short CG clam
Experiments show that the inner AT region melts at tempe
tures in which the CG edges are still bound@33#.

In Fig. 9 we present the calculated melting curves for
probabilities of having the base pairi 51 and i 517 in an
open state for the sequenceM18 of Ref. @33#, which can be
directly compared with the experimental results as b
quantitiesA(1) andA(17) have been measured experime
tally through fluorescence measurements@33# ~the base pair
i 517 is in the middle of the AT region!. As the sequence is
very short the calculated melting curves are not sensitive
change inc. For s51.2631024 @Fig. 9~a!# the typical value
for the cooperativity parameter used previously in the pa
our calculations show thatA(1) andA(17) are at all tem-
peratures very close to each other, which implies that
loops are formed and that the sequence rather melts f
edge openings, although the CG edges are energetically m
stable than the inner AT region. This is an effect of the sm
value ofs used in the calculation. In order to verify this w
have plotted in Fig. 9~b!, just as an illustration, the sam
quantities withs5531022. The reduced cooperativity al
lows for the formation of loops and now produces resu
closer to what is observed in experiments~see Fig. 2 of Ref.

FIG. 9. Probability of findingi 51 and i 517 in an open state
plotted as a function of the temperature for the sequenceM18 of
Ref. @33# for s51.2631024 ~a! ands51.2631021 ~b!.
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@33#!. Thus, despite that the small cooperativity parame
(s;1024) correctly describes long loop (.100 bp’s! forma-
tions in DNA melting, small loops (;10 bp’s! openings in
AT-rich domains are still possible. The importance of sm
bubbles formation in DNA oligomers melting has been
cently emphasized in an analysis of the melting of DN
oligomers@34#.

As the ssDNA has, at 90 °C, an estimated persiste
length corresponding to roughly 5 bp’s, we expect that
opening of a small loop of about 15 bp’s would be sufficie
to decorrelate completely the two dsDNA segments at its
sides. To provide an estimate of the persistence length of
dsDNA one would need to know the average density of sm
loops and their probabilities, which depends on the seque
composition. It is however conceivable that this effect wou
make the dsDNA at 80290 °C much more flexible, com
pared to its room temperature behavior, so that the use o
loop embedded exponent forc is justified.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have analyzed the effect of reparamet
ing the loop weight contribution, in the calculation of DN
melting curves for sequences of a broad range of lengths
to the full genome of theE. coli (5.63106 kbp’s!. Using the
closure exponent for a loop embedded in a chain (c52.15)
we found that in order to reproduce correctly the existi
experimental data and melting curves one needs to incr
the cooperativity parameters by about one order of magni
tude. An increase of the cooperativity parameter, which is
weight associated with the interruption of a helix to form
loop, implies that loops are more probable within the cha

It is clear that a simultaneous change of the loop expon
c and ofs cannot reproduce two perfectly overlapping me
ing curves. We found that rescalings by about one order of
magnitude together with a change inc from 1.75 to 2.15
produces typically very small shifts in peak positio
(;0.1°C) and heights. Accurate melting experiments wo
be able to distinguish between the two choices and fix
equivocally bothc ands. In any case our analysis indicate
that the best samples where to test the above effects
sequences of intermediate lengths ('1032104 bp’s!. We
showed that in these sequences rather large loops ma
formed and that the associated melting peaks are extrem
sensitive to a change in loop parametersc ands. The disad-
vantage of shorter sequences is that they predominantly
through end openings~unless they are designed to do othe
wise, as in the example of the preceding section!. The melt-
ing curves of very long sequences, as we showed forE. coli,
are only weakly affected by a change in the parameterc
ands.
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